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Sophia

Stephenson

Ode to Minecraft

Minecraft, oh how I enjoy wandering 

through your blocks,

your square sun shining 

above my head, 

your dirt blocks 

underneath my feet,

I’d wander through the hills 

and mountains and swamps forever

just to find those elusive diamonds.

Oh,Minecraft, 

you’ve never failed to please me,

to entertain me with blocks and squares!

Oh, Minecraft, thank you for your 

chickens, your sheep,

Your houses that can’t have chairs.

Thank you, Minecraft, f

or all the blocks you contain,

All the places to wander a

nd monstrosities to demolish.

The night sky,

scattered with tiny yellow stars.

The forests and fields,

glowing with molten gold, dripping from every leaf.

The light from the creatures lights up the world,

illuminating our planet until it is a beautiful glowing sphere.

Oh, fireflies,

how I love your color, your shine, your sparkle in the night.

A delicate petal
floats on a koi pond; so light.

The koi think it’s food.

A crow alights on
a bare oak branch 

softly. Spread
your wings, bird of 

night.

Fireflies

Koi

Crow



sophia

Hope for the good things,
the things that warm your heart,
Such as hot chocolate on a chilly day, 
or the green spark at the end of a 

magnificent sunset.
Wish for prosperity toward your loved ones,

and for the people around you.
Hope that they will be wealthy in their 

occupations, and reach their goals.
Dream about the sweet memories

and small jokes that fill your days with smiles.
Love the things that make you happy inside,

the things that brighten your day.
Hope for the charming things,
and they may come to you.

Keep dreaming.

What is Poetry?

Poetry is the dew on the leaf,

the sap in the tree,

the sense of being and feeling;

experiencing a connection with your surroundings…

Poetry is the world around you

and the emotions inside you.

You can feel the way a rabbit uses their soft, or,

quivering nose to sniff the evening air on a bright red rose.

This kind of writing brings out the brightest imagination

you never thought was inside of you.

Moss spreads over the world
cracking the road with its fuzz.

Where will it go next?

A cub in the trees
walks slowly towards

its mother,
nuzzling up to her.

Hope



sophia

Love is like a daisy, delicate and carefree.
Like lavender, dancing in the wind like a forgotten windmill.
Like a vine, slowly reaching up towards a brighter future.
Like a tree, sturdy and strong in the journey of time.
Like a lily of the valley, gentle and dainty.
Love is like that warm hug you really need on a cold day,
That warm hug that you gave me.

Love is Like...

Your love, 

brighter than the reddest berry,

more illuminating than the largest concert.

Your hugs,

like a cozy fireplace,

as comforting as a warm blanket at night.

Thank you for being so loving to me,

even on the coldest days.   

Mother’s Day Poem
The rock sits watching

as eternity goes by.
It waits patiently.

A small sapling grows

up into the canopy

growing to be best.

A robin hops around
in the snow near a bare bush.

When she hops, snow falls.

Rocks on the beach sit
patiently waiting for life
to pass by slowly.



Mia
Campanale

You are always telling Marley and me
how lucky you are to have such a 

wonderful family.
But have you ever taken a moment out 

of your day,
to realize that this family

wouldn’t be this lucky or successful 
without you?

Our family reminds me of a clock;
It keeps ticking until, eventually,

the ticking pauses to take a breather.
Yes, just like every other family…

Sometimes, we take our anger out on 
each other.

But without every number on the 
clock,

it wouldn’t function correctly.
To me, you are are the hour hand,
because you always make the big 

decisions.
For the rest of us, we’re the numbers.
We’re the ones that are never gone;

we are always there for you.
No matter how much you have to do,
You always take time out of your day 

to come around to us.

What are we looking for?
A topic for a poem we are forced 
to do, right?
Poetry can’t just flow out of us 
unless we are inspired
or have an interest in it.
Poetry is more than objects
the bare eye can see.
It’s emotions we feel,
people we meet,
and places we go.
Poetry is everything
including the big and small.
So let me rephrase my question.
What aren’t we looking for?

The Clock

Looking 



Mia
What Comes After Giving
I believe that people gain negative energy
that was caused by negative actions,
But, they receive positive gifts
once positive vibes have been created.
I believe it is unnatural 
for people to give by instinct.
They have to make a conscious decision.
Even being slightly boorish,
This will change the way the world treats us,
And give us what we need.
Though it is believed that once people 
have made a sacrifice,
The less they have.
I think their “loss” 
will impact a variety of lives,
And will eventually return to the person 
who created joy for others,
giving more to them 
than they could possibly imagine.
Certain people will be rewarded,
With a gift of gratitude from this universe,
Which is simply to be here.
And slowly, most times without even noticing,
This small gift of gratitude 
will evolve around the world,
Giving everyone a piece of it.
Once sacrificing,
Even small gifts of time and labor;
The world will supply us,
Little by little,
With the things we need, to not only survive,
But also to thrive. 



Mia

Ode to the Demon Under My Bed
Thank you for keeping my wondrous imagination 

busy throughout the night.
Thank you for worrying me

for your own entertainment.
Thank you for keeping me on edge

when stepping out of bed.
You kept me believing, for all these years

that know matter how my day followed through,
it would always end with the same result…

with fear.
You made me feel paralyzed on the inside,

with fear,
to the point

that I never felt fully in the conversation. 
As if I was a reflection

or mirror image of who I wanted to be.
I always wanted to have a bright smile

with a shining personality,
Which is what I accomplished,

yet again, 
I knew I was physically there,

but I didn’t feel wanted in their conversation
because of that small thing

that blocked my true self from showing.
One day, the demon listened.

It left me, once and for all
to give me a chance to put my guard down.

I finally felt comfortable with myself.
Ode to the demon under my bed.
Thank you for letting me realize
that there is more to this world

than what you may first see.
You have to experience life

to really learn what this world is like.
From experience, I have learned it is a gift

only if you treat it like one.

The Pond
It’s so beautiful

The little flowers 
flowing

Throughout the 
pond

The Delicate 
Road

The chip in the 
road

It’s so small and 
delicate

But it has no one

The Way 
Around

The snowy wet 
nights

And all the windy 
weather

Tracking its way 
around

Because of 
Fall

The icy rivers
And the cold, 

frozen oceans
All because of fall



Nidal
Kabook

Our family is small
Mom, Dad, our pets, and me
But our love for one another is large and deep
Like the ocean rich with life
As rich as our love
Our love as wide as the blue ocean floor

Family

The trees the breeze the
Wonderful leaves 

Calling and falling 
Autumn’s here

Autumn

 Under the blue sky
The mountains 

stand tall and proud
With beautiful 

colors

Mountains



Nidal 
Pyper is a dog
That is white and fluffy
She has two coats and loves to run
and greet people of all kinds
So many people say she has
chubby cheeks
Now even we call her chubby cheeks!
Sometimes she wants to swim, 
But we say no
But most important of all 
When she goes to the jacuzzi we say
No, Pyper! No!
But no matter how naughty she is,
We love her with all our hearts
She is our silly Pyper girl

Ode to Pyper

Is the Rhythm and Rhyme.
Of intense Emotions.
That stirs our Imagination.
Within a form of writing
With meaning, sound,
and inspiration.

POETRY to ME



Nidal

Giving awakens the soul and triggers 
genuine concern for the well-being of others.
Priority should be to feed and shelter 
the poor and needy.
This is done by people like us who 
care about each other
and our planet as a whole.

Giving is one of the best acts a person  can 
do.
Giving releases us from selfishness,
reminding us that everything must be 
for the well-being of humanity and our 
planet.

Awaken Your Soul

Snow beautiful snow
Dripping from the frosty sky

As white as the moon

Snow



Rex
McGuiness

Mom, 
You help me with everything
Homework, 
Feeding me,
Protecting me, 
Doing my laundry,
And everything in between
You are the reason 
we can go on all of our trips 
You’ll always be there for me 
whenever I need to do 
Even the easiest task
I hope you get to relax for your 
Mother’s Day 
and the rest of your life
You’re the nicest person
 I’ve ever met 
You’re the greatest mom
 I could have ever asked for

During quarantine, 
I got a new dirtbike
It rides like a dream
She's faster 
than rising steam 
I’ll ride
until the sun goes down
I’ll get back on at dawn
Kick it on and ride
Exhaust so loud
Louder and faster 
than a Kuberg e-bike
The average horse 
has fifteen horsepower
My bike has twice that,
So I can race 
and beat most horses. 
This is what’s in 
my quarantine mind.

Your Inner Chipmunk

Rex’s Quarantine Mind



      Rex Ode to Isolation

Stuck in my room 

all day

Laying in my bed 

for many hours

Fruit Loops, chips, 

and candy 

is my daily breakfast 

The rain is pouring down 

almost every night

Dinner is

Gold Medal ice cream tonight.

I ride my dirt bike 

in my backyard

 for hours

Isolation leaves me feeling 

like I’m in jail.

Thank You, Grandma

Valentine's Day

 is a day full of positive energy

Love is a joyful feeling 

of affection

Grandma, you are a peach

You are the sweetest; 

you shine even when there's no sun

You have helped me since the 

beginning

Thank you for always wanting to 

spend time with me

We both love Olive Garden 

And cheddar cheese

We love listening to Kids Trap 

together 

You love waving to my friends 

after school

You are the kindest grandma 

I could ever have,

And will ever have.



Rex

 

Giving is inspiring

Giving can bring so much joy

Giving is life-changing   

Giving can turn the worst day into the best

Giving to someone makes the world a better place

Someone might just give something they like else

to one of their friends

Giving brings a feeling that nothing else could bring

It brings happiness, gladness and cheerfulness 
 

 Underrated Food
Inside a Taco Bell 

ordering  a bean burrito
And quesadilla 

with a Dr. Pepper
I am fine for the night

 it is just the greasy feeling 
 it gives  you 

when you take a bite
And your mouth 

is filled with flavor
I need it again, the next day.

   

Giving Like a Boss



Slade
Conaty

Goats have slanted eyes,
They are really cute
They are not fluffy,

 Rather scruffy 
They are super slow
Except for the babies 

They are prancy and soft.
Goats are also 

like lawn mowers 
But without the noise,

One day,
they'll probably be gardeners,

We go goat farming.
 Through all the ways

 They are helpful,
The best part of them is

They are goats. 

My bed is majestic
It is super soft

My bed is squishy
It gives me a good night’s sleep

My bed is amazing
I couldn't sleep without it 

My bed is my bed

My Bed

Ode to Goats



Dear Mom 
You are so amazing
You are the one 
Who is with me and Gage 
All day, every day  
And somehow you manage to stay 
mostly sane. 
Without you,
We would be stressed, and depressed
But when we were with you were just fine.
So,sit back and relax.
You deserve it.
Happy Mothers Day, Mom. 
 

Mom

Valentine's Day is a day

for people who have something they love

like family or pets.

On this day, people like to write poems

or give gifts to their valentine.

I chose to write these words for you.

Mom, you are always 

so caring, kind, and happy.

Whether Gage and I are getting along

or battling in a mini-war,

You still stay calm

When I am stressed,

You always help me out.

I love you, Mom.

Dad, you are the best ever.

You are always kind, funny, and cool.

You are the person that Gage and I strive 

to have more qualities like.

We want to be 

hard working and caring like you.

You are my hero. 

I love you, Dad.

My Family:

A Valentine’s Day Poem

SLADE



 You see signs all around the world saying, 

“Give the gift of joy.”

People don't understand what they mean;

So I am here to explain.

It means that by giving a gift,

To someone in need.

You will feel the joy of giving.

You can see a rush of happiness in their eyes,

And that's the best thing you can get.   

That is the gift of giving joy

Give the Gift of Joy

Poetry is like a bird on a tree; 

it’s fascinating, majestic, and 

quite intriguing.

People are the worms,

the ones who are about to get 

eaten by poems and stories.

Some people think poetry is 

boring and take it for granted,

just like they take for granted 

all the other birds in the world. 

If you take the time 

to pick up a poem and read it, 

you will be blown away

just as I am. 

To think that our society 

has evolved from monkeys to 

poets-

how amazing we are.

How amazing is poetry?

What is Poetry?

Slade



Sophie  McDonald
Stuck inside 
Trying to survive 
In a state of stress 
Have nothing to do
I am basically possessed
Can’t go anywhere
Trying to share 
And dreaming about 
Going outside 

Quarantine

Leaves fall

 to the ground

Softly landing greeting earth

Up away in flight 

When I hear the leaves 

I am calm, peaceful, and loved 

Flows in the distance 

View of hills 

looking on 

What takes me away through my heart

Onward now; 

through me

Leaves 



Sophie

Cruz is so funny 
He chases 

my other dog around,
And runs into the wall.

His favorite toy is a doorstop, 
And he rolls 

around on the grass 
Cruz loves to eat,

He eats three times a day.
He begs for treats.

Follow us into the pantry,
Waiting 

like he is expecting a treat,
But he is not. 

He is not a good listener.
Every time we call him, 

He never listens.
He sleeps approximately

Ten hours a day
Cruz is a pain, 

Still a good dog.
I love Cruz. 

 Haiku Ode to Cruz

While the flowers roam, 
We think, Those are beautiful.

The colors flow free.

The night flows ‘through life. 
The stars twinkle in the night.

Well water glimmers.

The sunset takes me,
Majestically flows through hills.
My heart feels overjoyed.



Sophie

They love me.

They listen to the things 

I have to say.

Everything they do pushes me

 to get better.

They are a gift in disguise.

I want to thank you 

for your hard work.

You guys are like a bird that just keeps 
chirping. 

You are like a light that's in an unending 
tunnel.

Mom, you have given to me in many ways

like providing for me, helping me, and 
listening to me.

Dad, you have given to me when you

help me with my homework,

working hard, and reassuring me.

I would like to say thank you for the 
unconditional love

that you have given me. 

    Giving 
I have had you 
for two years 

The best two years 
While I was away, 

I thought 
about you

You missed me
I remember 

the day 
I picked you up

One of the happiest 
days of my life
You are always 
happy, loving, 

and intelligent   
You are such 

a loyal dog 
I love you, Charlie! 

  Charlie



Tyler
Kreit

Poetry
Poetry is a dance between words;
shifting together to make a melody.
Poetry makes us feel lifted,
and outgoing. 
Poetry soothes the brain
and mends the soul together.
The vitality of the verses moves us in many different ways.
Yet, at times, poetry is like water in the desert; sometimes 
it just doesn't make sense.
Poetry is a way to express yourself in deep emotion.
It is a beautiful and instinctual form of writing.

Ode to Barbeque Sauce
Sweet, tangy, or spicy,

Bbq is my thing.

Mesquite barbeque sauce 

To honey glazed. 

Sweet heat to 

Maple brown

It’s  the best with any food 

oranges, apples, lettuce, and chicken.

Oh BBQ sauce oh BBQ sauce,

You’re the best thing that happened in 

the  UNIVERSE!

 



TYLER 

The Gift that 
Keeps On 

GivingWinter is known as the season of 
giving, 

but why stop there?
Don’t you feel happiness 

or joyfulness for those who receive?
There are two paths in life.

Those who give will get more than they 
started with.

Those who don’t give, won’t receive,
but will lose more in the end.

Valentine’s Day
Pink  roses, 
red tulips,  
Love, 
and candy  hearts.
To o many cho colates,
A lot of bingo, 
And to o much  Charlie 
Brown and Sno opy.
To o much   kissing,
More teddy bears.
Valentine’s Day 
has a lot of love;
I’m stuck with it all!

Love, 
Tyler

P.S. xoxo

Pizza
Pizza sauce with cheese
Hawaiian or BBQ
Everything is mineFood

Food is amazing
Food is an extravagant thing
Food is the best thing



Tyler

Chimichangas
I haven’t had them
I heard they make you run for the border
They make you have big booms

Apollo, god of 

sun and healing, helps us

Gives us light to the world

Apollo

Crimson red apples

the famous orange pumpkin

time for the turkey

Thanksgiving Autumn or fall

Thanksgiving is amazing

the pumpkins are ripe

Autumn

The bright scarlet leaves

magically fall off the oak tree

They cover the ground

Fall



Zoe 
Brisbois

Maple’s falling leaves
Touch the ground gently

Autumn arrived

Autumn leaves us soon
Winter’s footstep drawing near
Summer’s long gone

Easter has gone
Now that school has begun

Halloween draws near

Phoenix’s fire
Hot ashes rebirth

Raising fires storm

Water rushes fast
Consuming all in it’s path

Flying down the river

Wooded forest hills
Tall trees cover the ground
Please don’t cut them down

The flower sways
In the quickly moving wind
The trees around move

Palm trees sway
Crisp mountain air is
Nicer with the wind

Desert sand and heat
The mountains are snowy cold
Forest perfect

Poetry is an extraordinary art;
A marvelous melody;

A way to express your deepest feelings;
A song.

A blank canvas filled with swirling colors.
It is a world so big that you cannot see the 

others dwelling in that irregular earth.
Poetry is a piece of music waiting to happen.

Poetry is my world and I love every part of it.



Zoe

Dear puppy
Your fur shines,

Like a glistening phoenix.
Your wet nose,

Like a dew covered…
Blade of grass.

Your paws, 
Softly pitter pattering...

Like rain.
Your eyes,

Like a chocolate mud pie.
Sweet Meadow,

I say all this,
But really I mean…

I love you.

Giving is a powerful force,

Like a superpower that we all have.

It helps us live without dread.

It quiets the raging soul,

And puts the anger and sadness and fear to 
sleep,

Only to wake the hope and joy and love.

Family is a fountain of the giving spirit,

They light up our lives and our world.

There aren’t words to describe you
The wondrous mother that you are
Compassionate, kind, and hilarious
Never, ever cross
You are the one who understands me
And tucks me into bed
The one who’s always there for me
And holds me when I’m sad.



Zoe
The show is soon,

The day is near.
I’m so excited I can hardly hear.

Preparations are being made,
All around there’s cheer.

Lines are being memorized,
And songs are being sung.

But quiet now, quiet all,
The show;

It has begun.

Love grows like a flower,
blossoming in spring.
Fed by the rain, tears of heartbreak,
which help it grow strong.
Held in place by the kind hands of soil.
With only one wish:
Will you be Love’s Valentine?

Love grows like a tree,
spreading its leaves on everything that’s near.
Like spreading love smoothly,
over all that’s close by.
Waiting for you to walk by,
so it can ask you,
Will you be Love’s Valentine?



The white hare jumps around

But unfortunately caught 

In jaws of gruesome teeth

Fluffy,  grazing sheepHerded into a cornerBy a barking dog

The bright sun shines down

On the people in the sand

Their laughs can be heard 

The Devil’s Puppet

I walk and talk,

 but not a single move or word is mine.

I breathe, but I don’t feel alive.

My eyes open, but I can’t see any light.

I eat but can not taste.

My heart is pumping, but I feel 

no warmth.

I touch, but I don’t feel.

I run blindly in the dark,

Not knowing which way is up, down, 

left, or right.

I’m surrounded by the darkness,

Plunged in the complete silence.

I am lost.

Madeline 

McKenna

https://freesvg.org/img/1284769373.png
https://freesvg.org/img/1284769373.png
https://freesvg.org/img/1284769373.png


Ode to the monster under my bed,

Claws like a lion, six eyes on its head.

Its growl only heard at night

When the lights all fade and nothing is alight 

I dare not look at that darkened spot,

Under my bed there it lies 

Watching me with all its eyes.

I curl into a ball in the middle of my bed, 

Closing my eyes wishing I could just forget,

but sooner or later you have to wake up,

And realize that monster under my bed is made up.

Ode to the monster under my bed,

The one who gave me something to never forget

Ode to the Monster

Madeline



Love is like the rare breeze in the summer,

Treasured and praised.

It is always there, 

Even if you can’t see it,

You can always feel it.

Love is like a river,

Twisting and twining.

It's always moving,

But never running against its own current.

Love is like a blue bird,

Flying and soaring with passion.

Making its own path,

Not following the rules,

Finding its own destiny.

Love is Like...

Madeline

The be
es are bu

zzing

The hive
 dangles on th

e br
anch 

Holding rich honey

In the moonlit sky

Tiny rocks represent starsCreating beauty



Mason

McDonald

Quarantine 
I do not like quarantine,

Being inside 
way too long. 
Can’t go out,

feels like one million years
that we’ve stayed inside, 

doing school at home. 
 Trying to keep myself entertained.

Spring Break, 
canceled.

Only place I’m traveling to,
 Is a trip to my home. 

I do not like quarantine. 

Giving is a gift,
Like the warm light
at the end of a long tunnel.
If you give,
you will live with happiness.
You are in charge
of making someone’s day.

If you don’t give,
you will live your life in sadness.
You will not have the chance
to see someone else smile, 
After you have given them joy.

There are many different forms 
of giving.
My mom takes care of everything, 
From making my dinner,
to driving me to get ice cream.
My dad helps me
with my math homework,
And that makes me feel good.

My twin sister makes me laugh,
Because she doesn’t
know she’s funny,
And my little sister
makes me happy,
Because she plays with me.

Giving someone something 
not only makes them happy
It makes you feel fulfilled.

Giving

https://pxhere.com/en/photo/932357
https://pxhere.com/en/photo/932357


Mason 
                             Hibiscus flower
                             Red as an apple boldly
                             Fades into yellow

          Leaves blowing on trees 
          Wilderness is beautiful 
          Pretty green leaves

Pretty blue sky 
Blue as the sea, dark brown ground
Something made this place 

     The beautiful wild 
     Brown burly big stumps 
     And huge big green tops 

Tulips possessing. 
Beautiful bold colors like 
Purple, blue and pink

       Daisies, daisies, white  
       As snow, yellow spot in the
        Middle, so pretty

Leaves fall gracefully 
Fall from the beautiful trees
The trees sway slowly

          Roses are so red 
          Violets are so blue, pretty
          They are the best 

Flames burn as ashes come
Flames oh flames go away 
Nature and trees die 

Haiku

You are the light at the end of the tunnel.
Whenever you’re around,

 I notice. 
You’re positive and cheerful 

in many different ways. 
The random things you do 

to make me laugh,
You tell jokes about the little things.

Remember that I will appreciate everything 
you do for me, every day.

If you weren't on this earth today,
 I wouldn't be the person I am right now. 

Happy Mother’s Day, Mom!
                                                             
                                                                                     

 

 Mother’s Day

Waterfalls so strong 
Hitting the dark pool with power 

White foam as it hits.

https://pixabay.com/photos/waterfall-nature-rock-waterfalls-2071527/
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=4305&picture=hibiscus-flower


Mason

My Friends

Even though some are far
I have some near

My friends and I have had 
our ups and downs 

But we are still friends
Friends come and go

Everyone 
loves their friends 

And I do, too
Friends are a lucky charm
They are caring and kind
My friends are amazing



Aidan
Thorogood 

The happiest creatures
on earth

Who always look like 
they’re smiling

And are always ready to 
cuddle 

When I have a bad day,
They are my comfort 

With their soft fur and 
warm body 

And I know they will keep 
me safe.

They are my puppies. 

Mom., you are the most caring and 
loving person in the universe, 

Even if you’re tired 
and you want to go to bed, 
if  I ask for help,
You’ll stop anything you’re doing
To help me.

You can tell when I’m sad, 
And even If you're not in a good 
mood, 
You snuggle me and hug me 
To make me feel better. 

I know you are really stressed out,
I hope reading this makes you realize 
That I will always love you 
and I’ll never stop caring for you. 

Ode to the 
Non-Humans 

Mom, I Love You



Aidan 
Giving is something

that cannot be made artificially;
it comes from the heart.

When you give, 
you feel special.
Receiving is nice, 

but when you give, 
you see the person's eyes 

light up, 
like a star in the night sky.

Thank you  
Mom and Dad,

for all of the thought 
you put into the gifts 
for Sydney and me.

But the greatest gift of all,
is your attention and love.

Love,
Aidan

Poetry is art,
It is fueled by your 

surroundings, feelings, 
and thoughts.

Poetry is like the wind,
When you write it from 

the heart, its message can 
travel far and wide.

It can connect people 
from all across the world.

It can help bring people 
together as a community. 

Poetry is like space,
It is limitless and can be 

expressed
 however you like. 
Poetry is emotion,

It can make you feel light 
and happy. 

Poetry is magical,
It makes you feel as if you 

are in a new realm..

Giving

The Art of Poetry



Aidan
Nature vs City

Nature is fields 
and forests of life
So close but so 
different 
from city streets
Always changing 
never the same 
new life 
appearing every day 
In the city, 
all vegetation is on pause 
There is nowhere for 
plants to thrive
Amongst concrete walls
Haze is a blanket
blocking the sky 
In nature, the sky 
is crystal clear 
With no artificial light
to obscure the stars. 

The Meaning of 
Valentine’s Day

 
Love is a pillow

of warmth 
that is always

with you
but can be taken

for granted
very easily.

 Love feels sweet
and comforting
like your mama 

hugging you.
It’s true that 

Valentine’s Day
is a time of romance 

and anticipation
and butterflies.
But remember,

real love
lasts year round,

not just for one day.



Allison

Moores

Within the boundaries of imagination,

I can do many things.

Like the unknown territory 

your mind can touch, 

I am everywhere.

If you stop your mind from reaching 

the wonders it beholds, 

I can only do so much.

But if you unlock the 

cold and shaking cage that imprisons me, 

I can be free to reach the wonders

of the dangerous and endless world 

of your imagination. 

Poetry

   Firefly

Firefly outside my house 

walls,

outline the world 

you draw for me.

Run freely on the border of 

the dream I’ve yet to touch.

I see the truth of the world,

but I want to believe

that I can still chase 

my wildest fantasies

in a dark world dimly lit 

by the firefly.



A Garden of the Heart

My mother keeps a garden-

not the kind you can always start.

But we all have a little garden-

A garden of the heart.

Watering and nurturing 

The seeds of self-esteem,

Quietly murmuring

In the garden’s loving sleeve.

I am my mother’s garden,

Thriving in her care,

The talks in her lovely garden,

The love we will always share.

My mother keeps a garden-

not the kind you can always start.

But we all have a little garden-

A garden of the heart.

The Sky of Dreams

If you could weave 
your own wings, 

the sky 
become your kingdom.

It would be where you would have 
the courage to do

what you want to do,
to lift yourself higher 

with your dreams 
you are now free to dream.

The glory of dawn 
builds the stairs up

to your beautiful castle, 
the thick iron doors crafted by 

the silence of the night, 
The floor paved by the tiles 

of your imagination.
But to construct the staircase 

to the rooftop, 
you must face the reality and 

slowly build your future
 like an endless bloom.



Allison

𝕐𝕠𝕦 𝕨𝕠𝕟𝕕𝕖𝕣 𝕨𝕙𝕖𝕟 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕨𝕚𝕝𝕝 𝕤𝕖𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕤𝕦𝕟
𝕆𝕣 𝕚𝕗 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕒𝕣𝕖 𝕖𝕧𝕖𝕟 𝕒𝕝𝕝𝕠𝕨𝕖𝕕

𝕎𝕙𝕠 𝕙𝕒𝕤 𝕤𝕖𝕖𝕟 𝕚𝕥? 𝕋𝕙𝕖 𝕒𝕟𝕤𝕨𝕖𝕣 𝕚𝕤 𝕟𝕠𝕟𝕖
𝕋𝕙𝕖 𝕤𝕜𝕪 𝕚𝕤 𝕔𝕝𝕠𝕥𝕙𝕖𝕕 𝕚𝕟 𝕔𝕝𝕠𝕦𝕕𝕤

𝔹𝕦𝕥 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕙𝕠𝕡𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕒𝕥 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕞𝕒𝕪 𝕓𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕒𝕥 𝕠𝕟𝕖
𝕎𝕙𝕠 𝕡𝕦𝕝𝕝𝕤 𝕥𝕙𝕖𝕞𝕤𝕖𝕝𝕧𝕖𝕤 𝕒𝕓𝕠𝕧𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕣𝕖𝕤𝕥
𝔹𝕦𝕥 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕔𝕝𝕠𝕦𝕕𝕤 𝕥𝕠𝕘𝕖𝕥𝕙𝕖𝕣 𝕨𝕖𝕚𝕘𝕙 𝕒 𝕥𝕠𝕟.

𝕊𝕥𝕚𝕝𝕝, 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕥𝕣𝕪 𝕪𝕠𝕦𝕣 𝕓𝕖𝕤𝕥
𝔸𝕟𝕕 𝕨𝕠𝕣𝕜 𝕥𝕠 𝕘𝕖𝕥 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕛𝕠𝕓 𝕕𝕠𝕟𝕖

𝔽𝕚𝕟𝕒𝕝𝕝𝕪, 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕔𝕠𝕞𝕡𝕝𝕖𝕥𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕥𝕖𝕤𝕥,
𝔸𝕟𝕕 𝕟𝕠𝕨 𝕪𝕠𝕦 𝕔𝕒𝕟 𝕤𝕖𝕖 𝕥𝕙𝕖 𝕤𝕦𝕟.

𝔸 𝕊𝕜𝕪 ℂ𝕝𝕠𝕥𝕙𝕖𝕕 𝕀𝕟 ℂ𝕝𝕠𝕦𝕕𝕤

It is said that true happiness 

will find its way to you,

But sadness finds its way to you, too.

It comes up behind when you think you’ve 

found your way, 

And opens up holes in the solid ground

The kinds of holes that you don’t 

know are there

Until you take a step forward 

And realize that you’re standing on open air.

You fall for what feels like days, and you 

can’t say a word

Until you get to a point where you don’t know 

how it started.

All you know is that you’d give everything

To stand on a solid surface again.

Sadness is that feeling,

When the falling doesn’t stop, 

But when that time is over, and you land with 

a plop,

You realize that it was only one moment, and 

the sadness finally 

stops.

Sadness



Brendan

Hoffman

When you give, you get.

It will always come back

and find you in the best way 
possible.

But if you don’t give,

You don’t get.

It is far more rewarding to put a 
smile on someone else’s face 

You should give as much as 
possible

because it can only help in the 
end.

Giving makes you feel as if you 
had

just won the biggest sports game 
of your career.

It allows you to realize 
that even though

you are losing something, 

It feels better to give 
than it does to receive. 

 

 

Ode to isolation.
It’s what our world is having to do now.
No more normal life; 
now it’s all done on computers,
Which messes with my brain a lot.
No more school.
No more going anywhere.
The isolation is nice, 
but at the same time 
it just doesn’t feel right. 
I just don’t feel normal because of it.
But I guess it is what I and everyone
 else has to do currently.
I know that I still get to see my friends, 
And that makes me feel sort of normal.

Giving

Ode to Isolation



Brendan 

What is Poetry?

What is poetry?

Poetry is a place in your mind that is 

beautiful.

Inside is a paradise with every word

In the world. 

Some are delightful, and some are deep.

But that type of  poetry is hard to access.

To write a good poem, you have to be calm.

That way you can think well.

Poetry is a happy place.

Poetry is tremendous.

My mom is a great person.

She provides everything 

we need to live.

She gives shelter, 

food, and love.

She makes me smile 

with her great attitude.

She makes me laugh 

but is serious 

when I need her to help me.

My mom is a great person 

who cares about me 

and I appreciate her for that.

My Mom



Brendan

My Dad

My dad is a very hard working person.

He is a great dad, and he works and 

makes money to take care of us.

He plays football with me 

when I am bored.

He cheers me up if I get sad.

He makes breakfast for us 

most of the time.

He does so much for me, 

which is why he is so great.

My dad is a very great dad and person, 

which is only one of the many reasons

 I love him.

My Bed
I love my bed.

It gets me through my life.

It’s my lord and savior.

I love my bed; 

it makes me happy and excited

to finally rest after the day.

It’s the softest thing ever.

My bed is the greatest thing known to humanity.



Christian
Tokunaga

I  like chocolate milk

I order it on Doordash

I am very strange

Ode to Nidal’s cabbage,
how beautiful it be.

It looks like the netherrack around the 
lava sea.

In the depths of the ocean,
The cabbage rolls into the deep.
On the land, it smells like a can,

eaten by a man.
Ode to Nidal’s cabbage 
for it brings life to me.



Chr
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Thank you for your patience

and for teaching me empathy

Even though I never thanked you,

It’s something I am really glad I know.

I am grateful you’re my mother.

You are so sympathetic and supportive and strong.

You always understand my emotions and difficulty.

I thank you for support and affection 

because it allows me to thrive.

Why do I have thesethey serve me no use at allThere’s nothing in it

Giving is like the wind,

It glides from place to place.

It blows toward a soul.

It fills them with joy;

It brightens their pale eyes,

Illuminating their dark spirit.

The giving wind blows,

Only to the souls that give.
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The affection in one,

Brings hope within another.

The love within,

brings joy throughout.

Through the air, love flies to 

another part of the world

and there it blooms again

To sprout love some more.
Cows = Poetry.

Unexpected but, yes.

They bring the life of creativity into our brains,

using only the most advanced technology,

creativity brain cow transfer 6.0.

In their secret underground base,

they use complex calculations to create the optimal poem.

I’m sorry I had to reveal this, but It’s true.

Cows = Poetry



Giselle

Enciso

Ode to Ginger

An ode to my dog, Ginger

Whose presence brings a smile

Whose eyes melt my heart

Her little wet nose that sniffles 

And her whiskers 

that tickle my face, 

When her soft wet tongue 

licks my cheek.

Who is a ray of sunshine on a 

cloudy, stormy day

Who will always be my number  

one

And that's how she shall stay.

Giving is the definition of happiness
When I give

I feel a warm glowing light inside 
me

Like fireflies dancing
It brings me so much jubilance

I  want to dance around
When one gives

They are truly giving to themselves
By seeing the animation in the eyes 

of the person receiving the gift
You have made their day 

Giving 



My mom.

My mom is the one that cares for me 

My mom is the one that’s there for me 

My mom is the one who takes time to listen to me 

My mom is the one I tell my secrets to trustfully

My mom takes time to cook for me 

My mom takes time to plan our trips

My mom takes time to tuck me in 

My mom takes time to help me do my homework

My mom is the one who understands me  

I know I can trust my mom, for I love her

My Mom

Giselle

From the first day I could remember, I always knew I loved you 
You are my guidance in the dark 

And you do not nearly get as much recognition as you deserve
So I sit here in my room, writing 

The room the you put time, effort, and money into
And I write this poem for you, and only you.

Mom,
Do you remember when…

We lost Cheer Nationals for the first time, 
and you held me as I cried?

You read that “I love you forever” book to me and Hendrix 
and you cried every single time

You took me to get my first American girl doll when I was seven. 
And you joked around that I couldn’t have it till’ I was eight 

because that's what it said on the box
The time you read Amelia Bedelia to me and always used her accent.

Or the time you learned that Tik Tok
 and you watched like ten tutorials with me
Mom, I just want you to know that I love you
 more than the size of ten galaxies combined

I love you, Mom.
And I hope you always know, from the rough times 

to the smooth times,
I will always be there

Like you have always been there for me.

I Love You



Poetry is like a ballet

Gracefully moving along 

As the sweet words comfort 

And relax you

Making you feel happy inside

Like a warm marshmallow

Sweet and squishy

Joyful and wonderful

The feeling I will always have with me

As long as I have poetry 

poetry

The lake was gleaming
As it shimmered in the sun

Good spirits come 

Rain is magical
from the time you step outside

You will be at peace 

Giselle

Lemons are lovely 
As they make my lost 
heart found 
They fall to the ground



Jake 
Laulom

YOU are the best mom in the whole world 
 Because you are always teaching me new things

 Like how to do different activities, 
Like basketball and arts and crafts. 
 I love going on vacations with you,

Like when we went to Miami
And went on the boat with our friends. 

I will always remember the look on your face
 in Palm Springs

When I decided that I hate fish eyes.
You are the most loving mom I could ever ask for. 

I will always be grateful for you.

 

My Mom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Love_Heart_SVG.svg


Jake
I love the way

my family loves me
and the way they
take care of me.

They are so nice to me 
and so so caring,

and loving 
as a mama bear 
with her cubs,

like cake 
with amazing frosting.

I always think about them 
and what they do for me. 

I always hope they’re  
doing well,

for I love them
more than I love basketball!

Poetry to me is nature

because it flows like a 

long, wavy river

It is also colorful in 

your brain

Some days, 

poetry could be big

and some days 

it could be small

just like different 

types of trees such as 

giant redwoods

Some days it’s good like 

a good sunny day,

but some days it’s bad 

like a rainy day

Sometimes the words 

are clear in your brain 

like a clear sky, 

Yet some days it is 

cloudy in your brain

That’s why poetry is 

like nature in my mind.

 

Love

Nature

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dao_Heritage_Tree_by_Gerald_Mondala.jpg
https://www.wallpaperflare.com/search?wallpaper=mother+bear


Jake

I love the month of February.

It starts off with a bang 

since I know the Superbowl 

is almost here,

Debo is the wide receiver, 

so have no fear,

Then the birthday fun for everyone

 Begins on February 3rd,

My sister will be 10, 

haven’t you heard?

Valentine’s Day is just dandy

because I get funny cards 

and yummy candy.

Now we’re half way.

Let’s go away!

I see a very cool tree.
I see a different plant 
with red on the bottom.
I see more red plants and smell the 
fresh water and warm air.
I see yellow flowers and pink flowers.
I see and hear chickens squawking. 
I see a cactus 
and also a green, grass field.
I hear the wind.
I see the sky is half grey and half blue.
I also see palm trees and a pink rose.
I see a bright orange plan shining.
I am also eating sour grass 
that I tasted
and accidentally swallowed.

The Love of 

February

The Sensations 
of Nature

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chiefs_Win_(49607205781).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Candy-hearts.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Candy-hearts.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Big_Nature_(155420955).jpeg


Karman
Sanghera

  The more you give
 The more you get

The more you do unselfishly
The more you live 

exceedingly

When you give
You get back

People will love you
And that’s a fact

The more you love
The more you’ll find

That life is good
And friends are kind

The more you love
The less you hate

The more you’ll find
That life is  great

The Lesson of Giving

Fire 
Flames jump over the trees It 

burns with a hot passion 
Removing the leaves

Leaves 
I see the leaves crash

As it bangs against the leaves
I hear them collide

Tree trunk 
The vast trunk of trees

It sustains life in the trees
For humans to live

Rose 
Blood red petals lie

Symbolize fallen soldiers
Thrown onto gravestones

Oaktree 
Majestic looking 

Mysteriously standing
All random branches



Karm
an 

Ocean 

An ocean journey
As waves top over the bow

The sea welcomes me

Summer 

The hot summer day
Birds tweeting flowers dancing

Kids glide in oceans

Winter 

Iridescent flakes
The wind is frozen like ice
 Hardhearted moonlight

Autumn 

The leaves are dropping
They're crunching beneath my 

feet
Amber, blonde, crimson

Spring 

Pine trees swing, dance as
If waving hello to the

Gust of early spring

What is poetry?
Poetry can be 
a lot of different things.
It could be about 
winter or summer,
Ice cream or pickles.
Maybe a singer or A drummer,
Or sweets like Skittles.

What is poetry?
Poetry is a way of expressing 
yourself,
With happiness or sadness,
Angriness or shyness,
with bravery or madness,
With  mischeviousness and slyness.

What is poetry?
All in all,
Poetry can express a variety of 
emotions.
And can make you have very 
different feelings,
For a variety 
of different reasons.

Poetry



Karman

Remember the time when we went 
on a holiday,

In Dubai,
Right before coming to San Diego 

to check it out.
And when we went down the Lazy 

River?
We were with my closest cousins,

Jo, Kam, Gia, and Taran.
Riding on the river,

The rapids, 
As strong as a wave,

Flipped Taran’s donut over.

We were all worried,
I knew you were the most worried.

You looked back at them,
And didn't do anything,

I know you wanted to go in the 
river and save Taran,

But you knew that his father 
would save him.

You are one of a kind,
And at that very moment

I knew that you are my Mother
You care for not only me,

But everyone else. 

You are amazing and you cook the 
most phenomenal food!

Lasagna, Cauliflower cheese and 
the best of all,

Fish Cakes!

You are the best,
You help me with homework

You try your best also,
Just to make us happy,

And that's why I am
 writing a poem,

Just for you and our memories. 

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
You are amazing, 
We all love you.

You are like a butterfly,
Spreading your ]
beautiful wings,

As you hear the lullaby
Of spring.

You see the poppies,
Blood red,

Covering different species,
While looking 

like a flower bed.

Valentines

Ode to Death,
If we didn't know what death was,
There would be no meaning for life.

Ode to Death,
Death is sad,
But it has a purpose.

Ode to death,
You may think 
That, Death is the end of life,
But it isn’t.
It is the beginning of a new one.

Ode to death,
After death,
Your spirit goes on another journey
It could be a swim with dolphins,
Or a safari walk with a lion. 

Ode to death
Mother’s Day Poem



Leyton
Gleeson

When I am tired, 
you catch me and lull me 

into a deep sleep.
You make me feel 

like I am in heaven.
Your warm sheets

And squishy pillows.
When I’ve had a bad day,

I fall upon 
your pleasant mattress.

I know I can have 
an amazing sleep 

upon you.
And you are

My lovely bed.

Ode to 
My Bed

The Gift of Giving
Giving is a diamond 
in the dirt.
It is delicate 
and beautiful.
Giving is the light 
in the dark.
It is a simple act
Such as a hug
Or a smile.
If you give, you will live your life 
with happiness.
If you don’t give,
You will live your life 
in misery.
If you have nothing,
And you give,
You at least have something:

Joy  



Leyton
My mom is probably the best person in the world.
She’s like the Kobe Bryant of basketball
Or the Drake of rap music,
Although she is not too good at basketball 
or rapping.
What she is good at is parenting and being a mom.
She has sacrificed so many things 
raising four children,
Plus my dad acts like another child 50% of the time...
She quit her job, so she could raise me 
and my brothers.
On top of that. She has to make dinner, 
make sure we are all healthy, 
and help my little brother with his homework.
She is always taking care of the family 
and making sure we have the best childhood 
we can possibly have
I am the luckiest child alive to have a mom like her.    

Poetry is words on a piece of paper.
But not just any words
These words come to life;
they mean something important and meaningful.
Poems come to life in a way.
That dances across the paper.
Some poems twist your tongue in a knot like this:
“How much wood could a woodchuck chuck chuck if a woodchuck 
could chuck wood?”
Poems written by Shakespeare are a work of art,
like “Shall I compare thee to a Summer's Day?”
Poetry has been going on 
from the dawn of the magnificent Shakespeare, 
to this very day.
And I love poetry,
whether it is William Shakespeare or Mary Oliver.
I don’t mind.

My MOM

What Poetry Is...



I have no idea 
what the heck to write about.
I thought about writing a poem about 
my bed,
But I already wrote about that.
Dang.
I thought about writing about Doordash.
I also wrote about that.
I then had a really good idea!
Write a poem about burgers.
I also wrote about that.
In the end, I decided to write this poem
Wow.
 

Who am I in this world?
What am I destined to be?
Will I grow up to be a bad person or 
a good person?
Will I be success or a  failure?
Will I care about others or will I be 
a self centered slob?
Will I have friends and a family?
Or will I be lonely?
Will I die with a place 
in this world?
Or will I die meaninglessly?
I am not sure what the universe has 
in store for me.
I guess I will just have to wait 
to find out.   

Who Am  I?

What to Write



Luke Wachtel

Dogs are marvelous animals.
They have compassion for others 
when they feel down.
They lick your face till you laugh.
Some love swimming in the pool.
Others just like putting their feet 
in the water.
Most dogs like sticking their heads 
out the window of a moving car.
They also love running after balls.
Some like dumpster diving.
Others like surfing counters.
But they all love their owners,
And that’s the best part.

Poetry is a rhythmic version of 
writing.  Poetry is something like art: you 
recognize it when you see it.  Poetry can 
use similes and metaphors to express 
feelings like happiness, anger, and joy.  
Smiles and metaphors can make a poem 
more interesting by making comparisons, 
such as saying the sun is a fire.  Poetry 
can also be a reflection on your mood.  It 
has all types of topics too,  like dreams , 
romance, and just everyday things. Poetry 
is a language people read and write for  
entertainment and expression.  Poetry is 
an ancient language full of feelings. 

Something we can appreciate.
A nice type of fungus.

Something people can eat
It makes your tummy relaxed.

Melted cheese,
It is like a river of happiness.

A volcano of cheese
It is my dream.

It is scrumptious on a burger,
Especially when it is melted.
But if you want an exotic 

experience, boil it. 
Just thinking about it makes my 

mouth water.
How about you?

Cheese

What Is 
Poetry?

Dogs
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Poetry sways 
from side to side.
Up and down.
To the left and right.
Plunging down 
at the speed of light.
And sometimes 
rocking you to sleep,
With references and 
rhythmic rhymes.
Poetry is a source 
of crisp entertainment 
with emotion and feeling.
Poetry is writing.
During Shakespeare's time, 
poetry was a phenomena!
Nowadays, people write 
for self-expression.

Sailboat
Sailing on the Pacific
Water rushes under the bow 
You feel the water’s blast

Lines
Apples in the sky
Not  possible; it’s a fact
But color outside lines

Climb
Climb til the very end
The climb is not yet over
Keep calm; Just Do It
-Nike

Poem About Poetry 

Thanks to Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is here
Where is the green bean casserole?
It’s in the hot oven

Solitude
The trees are very tall
The green landscape is laid out
Birds chirp in the tree



Luke Wachtel

When you give,
Then you get,
The joy of giving 
When you give,
Your happiness will double.
It builds you up daily.
The gifts you give,
Make everyone happy.
Eventually.
Sometimes it happens in one day,
Sometimes in one week,
Sometimes in a month.
It always comes back to you.
Giving never comes back to hurt 
you.
It helps make your day
And somebody else’s day great.
All you need to do is give. 

Giving

You make me smile,
You make me fly.
You lift me up.
Love is a feeling
You feel it towards another person.
Like my family has love for me.
My sister loves me,
But her love is different than my 
brother’s
And my mom’s affection is different 
than my dad’s.
Each of them boost me when I am low,
And I do the same for them, too.
Love is not tangible.
You can’t buy it from a store. 
In some way, you have to earn it.
Like the way you have earned my love.

What You Do

Opposites
The earth is tilted
The earth now is a tundra
No more autumn leaves

Seasons
The seasons changing
Summer heat is gone for good
But what happened, leaves?

New York
Sweet New York, New York 
Tides are changing on the beach
A frosty breeze comes



John John 

Garner

Oh, Golf Ball!
You excite me 

as I lift your shining sphere 
out and into the world.

The bold red and blue streaking across you,
While I meticulously place you 

on your shrine:
A tee.

My club sweeps you off your throne,
And you gleefully soar 

into the endless expanse of the sky.
You dive down with a satisfying thud

And dance into the hole.
And I jump energetically in the air.

Seasons will transform
Although trees remain, 
unchanged
Leaves change in color

Ode to a Golf Ball

Grasshoppers afar Chirp alone 
this autumn night
Gazing at the moon 

Leaves

Moon



John John 

Poetry is a language,
Hard to understand at times.
It can be dark or light,
Silly or serious,
Long or short,
Complicated or simple,
But one thing holds all poetry together;
It is written and is deciphered by your heart.

Poetry is a form of art,
Flowing and swirling along.
Poetry is what you want it to be.
Nobody else but you can decide;
it is truly your heart’s beautiful and 
meaningful language. 
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Leaves rustling

On a bleak autumn morning
In a faraway land

 Faraway



The wind whispers in the trees,
Telling the story of a long lost explorer.
The explorer,
A mysterious man who was lost in the forest of darkness.

He fought bravely,
But he could not subdue all of the troubles stored in the 
forest.
These troubles, 
Created and controlled by humans,
Were the end of the brave explorer.

All that is left of the exploring is the ravening wind, 
Trying to warn humanity of the dangers that await us
If we don’t work together. 
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The Wind

Pumpkins Autumn
Yellow and brown trees

Swaying calmly in the wind
Of a fresh autumn 

The harvest moon shines
Over fields of big pumpkins

Tis autumn for now



Aran
McDevitt

My Bed
When I climb into my bed

It’s the softest feeling

It gets me through the night

Without a fright

When I fall asleep in my bed 

It takes me into a new world 

A world of imagination 

Giving is a potent force that one 
would never feel

Until they give someone a present
It's a feeling of excitement and 

power 
It's even better than getting a gift
It's the thank you’s and the smiles 

From the person
that makes it worth it.

It's not the price that matters 
It's the love, time, and thought

that goes into the gift
of giving.

What  It  Feels 
Like 

to Give



Aran

Nature
To me nature is a magical place 

It’s very calm and easy 
write poems in nature

You can see the leaves ruffle 
The wild squirrels 
The branches soar 

from the owls 
Seeking food

Nature is a beautiful place 
where you can be yourself

The green speaks to me better 
than any person could 

                 Love 
Love

Is a marvelous feeling 

It's a feeling that everyone has felt,
One of the best.

Love
 Is a spirit that travels
 From person to person,

My love for you is as strong
 As  the sun's beaming light

Love can make your day better
Even your day

Your month
Or your year, 

Perhaps your whole life.
Love is the strongest feeling 

That travels from person to person.



Aran

Ode to My Mom
    My mom is very 

Hardworking and kind
She is hardworking

 Because she feeds us, 
She is with us all day, 
She is the best mom.

It’s pretty hard to be that
She is patient,

Because she can stand by me and 
Helps me with homework

She is a huge factor in my life because
My mom

Pays for necessities 
Food, clothes, house, school, 

Everything.
Mom drives me 

the  places that I need to go
I am blessed to have her as my mother.

Free Choice
I love free choice poems

They are so easy to write 
And there is no stress 

Like this one
 I'm writing 

What is in my head
But today I don't have any 

ideas in my head 
Free choice poems 

Are calming 
Not like  other essays, 

Or  poems
This is easy 

I'm just talking
About what i'm thinking 

That is why
I love

Free choice poems

 



Aaron
Nayki

Haiku
Seasons are changing
You see it from anywhere
Good life comes to me

The flower bloom
The pedals are falling now
Giving me life
  
The birds are chirping now
They fly while singing their 
songs
Their rhythm of music

Feeling
Is it how the world works, 
or is it the way life works?

Poetry can heal you from the 
worst outcomes of 
any circumstance.

Poetry can push you to your 
ultimate limit and rid you of 

your fear of falling.
Poetry can mean one thing to 

me but something totally 
different to someone else.

You can be in the worst place in 
the world yet make great poetry.

Poetry is how even the 
best writers make 

their beautiful stories.
It’s the feeling you get when you 
hear the words like music notes.
How do you even know how to 

write good poetry?
You can make the best poetry 

from your heart, 
just say the words.    



Aaron Giving Flower
Giving is a forever blossoming flower.

It might take a while to bloom, 
But it feels good to give.

When it blooms,
 it keeps on making new 

and improved flowers every time.
It takes a lifetime to have a good 

understanding 
Of how to give a giving flower.

It doesn’t have to be a nice flower; 
it can be an ugly flower.
Its beauty is in the gift, 
Not in its appearance. 
When the flower dies,
Nobody gives it away 

or helps the flower survive.
That’s the story of the forever giving 

and  blooming flower.

Break
You might not think 

about the word “break,”
but it has many definitions.
You can break many things 
such as your laptop or mug.

Think about more things
 that can be broken,

 if you can.
You can break your bones,

 or you can break a rib.
Try to think even more than ever.

You can break your trust to 
someone or break your promise.
Now that you have that in mind,
Think of things you can’t break.

You can’t break metal 
with your bare hands 

or gold with your bare hands.
Think even more, 

If you can’t, 
that’s ok

because I found one.
You can’t break 

a person’s thoughts. 



Aaron

 Ode to the Electric Guitar

Love
Love is like a painting
 that flows together.

When you love someone, 
It feels better than you’ve felt before.

There’s no love 
if you don’t love in return.

Love is not your heart; it’s a feeling.
When you love someone, 

You don’t think of  anything, 
but that one person.

Love is a highway that goes on forever.
Love is a feeling that happens when you 

cherish someone.
There is love within you.

Love is the key to life.
That is love.

Ode to the electric guitar,
Whose strings play the most 
beautiful tunes of the world.

The only time
 it didn’t sound good, 
Is when you have to 

tune the guitar 
or play it incorrectly.

The electric guitar is one of the 
best instruments 

Are played with an amplifier.
You can play any music with the 

electric guitar,
That is why it’s enjoyed by 

everyone around the world.
When you pick those strings,

All your emotions 
about life are revealed 

in a beautiful song.
Electric guitar, 

Keep playing the 
beautiful music 
you always play. 
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